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About This Content

Download the fully playable Robin character. Robin comes complete with his own unique gadgets and special moves, and is
playable in all challenge maps in the game, as well as two additional challenge maps that are included with the pack: Black Mask
and Freight Train. The Freight Train Escape challenge map is a unique take on Arkham City, featuring brawler gameplay on a

2D plane. The pack also contains two bonus character skins: Red Robin and Animated Robin.
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I got some mix feelings about this so bare with me.

The music overall is... decent, but tries too hard to be DOS-music, I guess? I don't know. Some of it just didn't sit well with me
while some I was okay with. I do wish more work was put in for the music. I can't find anymore words to comment on this.

The story is simple and short (less than 30 minutes), however the setting I'm confused; medieval, tribes, and modern socity as
one? Sounds like an interesting idea on paper, but execution needs to be planned very well, and this sorta went half-way on it.
Good attempt though, I'll give it that much.

The story alone feels like it's aimed more toward younger readers, however visually toward a mature audience, so unsure what
target audience they were going for with this game. That's where most of my mix feelings come from, while partially from the
music.

The artstyle (I refuse to call it graphics for this game) is pretty simple as it can get for an old-school-esque adventure game.
Took me a bit to understand the UI. However, I didn't like that I had to use a UI window to go in a direction than just simply
click on it. That was the only issue I had with it that I found odd and inconvenient for me.

I felt a bit stuck near the end, however noticed something peculiar with a bush that had a black hole in it the 2nd time I went by
it.

Sure there is nudity (which is not even a real focus I may add) but it's the more artsy kind of nudity (aka non-sexual aka non-
fanservice, etc.), like drawing a live model in art class in college or the ancient greek sculptures. It usually fits well with tribal
worlds than anything else so it sat very well with me.

If people get that easily offended just by the sight of breasts or anyone nude in a non-sexual way, that's purely on them and their
own problem for getting worked up about it. I fail to see how that can be the dev's fault.

I did take a few minutes to try silly combinations and see what would happen (and this will really add up the game hours to find
them all). Gotten a few chuckles but didn't explore every combination yet (good excuse to do while waiting for the card drops).
Wanted to get the story done first to get this review up properly.

This game isn't perfect, but isn't bad either. It's average more towards good. Worth the $0.99 though as I didn't see anything that
I found disturbing as some people were exaggerating about, with zero technical issues to boot, and overall found it alright for the
price. I did notice some grammar issues I would like to point out to the dev if I can, though, in private.

So, yeah, not gonna ask for a refund just because I finished the story under 2hrs as that'll be abusing the refund policy since I
did enjoy it and gave it a chance from start to finish.

P.S.: I was, at some point, expecting the CG that's displayed on the steam store to show up. That would've been great. A mother
reunited with her child that got lost in the forest after wondering off to it. ^_^ Guess it's not possible with this game. Shame,
really.

-----

Check out more games I see that deserve more attention from my curator group:
BluePaw's Underrated Games List
Join and\/or follow if you wish.. Good puzzle game but no option to exit.. Well it is as the Description says a Open world
"Action RPG" so you are not bound to Quest, you can explore on your own with no boundary. This game got many promising
features they either already implemented or will be implement in the future, like a mastery system which allowes you to decide
how your character will evolve, maybe you want to be a powerfull mage then you will use your spells, and as you use them they
will slowly "lvl up" same goeas for swords, if you use your sword all the time your character will master Sword fighting in no
time :)
There is NO lvl-system as in games like Sacred, Torchlight, World of Warcraft and co.
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This Game is still in Early Developement, thats why the Content is not realy that much at the moment and there are still a few
bugs ingame.
But from Patch to Patch this game is getting better and better, the Developers are working with the Community to eleminate all
bugs as soon as possible.

For now we will get presented one Big "starter-Island" which presents you at least some hours of playable content (if you like to
grind a bit to get equipment).

Graphicly speaking is this game build on the powerfull Cry-engine which delivers a higly detailed world with a day and night
cycle.

I will Update this Review every now and then when this games Content will be updated. (01.03.14). Decided to play this before
watching the original short it was based on. (The short has a little more at the end though)

Quite an interesting "story", filled with some questions on what is to be human and the nature of emotions, though requires
someone to want to explore these concepts in afterthought rather than being spoonfed during the experience.

And really, it's just an experience, you are "seated" in one place and it plays out.

Can only really reccommend it if you're into the whole sci-fi horror genre, but hey, it's free!. ~The Good~
If you are looking for a great looking and feeling archery survival wave shooter this games new aurvival mode is great. Tghe
story mode feels like a disneyworld VR exhibition with the cute AI fairy companion\/commentary, fantastical beasts and
awesome post-steamworld feel. A genuine hats off to the developers for nailing a great the mechanics and world in a way that
puts this in my demo reel to show the vive off with.

~The Poop~
Now since this is a steam Indie, its time for the bad news. The story mode isn't just short, but jarringly cuts off just when you
think the games about to really take off. Seriously feels like I just went on a great date, invited the girl up for coffee and just
when getting to second base your roomate kicks the door in to ask how awesome it would be to pilot a steampunk gundam to
fight dragons. I feel like unless the devs are secretly building a full game sequel or intending to expand the story that this is
going to be one of those games that you reference as a "Could have been one of the greats" with your gamer friends for a long
time.

~Price\/Value~
Looks like the game originally released for $15, then had a price drop to $8.99 and I bought it on a sale at $4.94. With the added
survival mode its a solid buy at $5 but thats as high as there is value considering the variety of wave shooters and archery games
out there already with a lot more meat. Considering the price drop, I doubt that we are getting to third base at any time in the
future :-\/
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Game is a unique concept that sure is fun, but mechanically it's pretty rough.
AI is pretty basic, houses don't make alot of sense. Going upstairs is always a risk because you go up unstealthed.
Some skills are just massively better than others.
That being said, if the developer is going to continue with the game and removes some of the more unintuitive things about the
game, i say it could be a real charming game.
In it's current state, for it's listed price of 20$, it's a strong eh.

It does feel like an EA game in a way, and if the dev treats it as such and improves some of it's problems, i say it's good. If you
are considering buying, consider the following.
You will run into a bit of bugs and iffy mechanics, but they can be coped by doing different things in your playstyle. If you are
alright with that, the concept alone does push it pretty far, but mechanics really hold it back.. Help what happens at the end... are
we meant to be psychic ... :( whats happened to part 2... we have been robbed!!!! :(. This is a great game, very fun with online
pvp. Devs are constantly fixing and updating game taking feedback and making this game great. Just needs chat enabled. Maybe
next update? �� has lots to offer i cant wait to see where this game goes keep it up guys!. Join the Church of Nitori. Very trippy
:). Ignore the negative reviews. They are all nitpicks frankly and are literally a 1% minority that is 21:9 monitors, VR headsets,
and HOTAS. The game itself are fine. The PC Port isnt spectacular by any means but it is functional. In Conclusion, the
majority of the negative reviews if not all consist of Flight simulation manchildren who expect a flight simulator because they
are too stupid to watch gameplay or the read the description before they buy the game.

After finishing the singleplayer mode of the game, I can say for sure that the story exceeded all of my expectations. I'd go as far
as saying that is by far the best of the series. As for the PC "port" the game performs very well, and I am able to run the game
above 40FPS at 4K on my GTX 1070. The graphics options themselves are very limited but should suffice enough. The
gameplay with iteration has become very refined as well, they didn't stray from the original formula but added a few minor
twists.

Overall, this is a very strong addition to the series, and is worth the price.
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